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Brothers:Every time that we come here
together to study the fundamental truths of
all religions, I cannot but feel how vast is
the subject, how small the expounder, how
mighty the horizon that opens before our
thoughts, how narrow the words which
strive to sketch it for your eyes. Year after
year we meet, time after time we strive to
fathom some of those great mysteries of
life, of the Self, which form the only
subject really worthy of the profoundest
thought of man. All else is passing; all else
is transient; all else is but the toy of a
moment. Fame and power, wealth and
scienceall that is in this world below is as
nothing beside the grandeur of the Eternal
Self in the universe and in man, one in all
His manifold manifestations, marvellous
and beautiful in every form that He puts
forth.
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